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T

he Indian state of Chhattisgarh is

27 districts of Chhattisgarh, 7 districts were

vulnerable to multiple natural hazards

selected for this situation analysis featuring

owning to its unique geo-physical features

different kinds of disasters (earthquakes,

and climatic conditions. The major natural

cyclones,

hazards to which the State is exposed to

industrial and chemical hazards, floods, man-

include droughts, lightening strikes, flash

animal conflicts, heat waves, etc.) covering

floods, earthquakes, forest fires, etc. More

different parameters and levels (urban/rural,

than 13,000 people had lost their lives in last

tribal areas, Health index, child protection

five years (2012-17) as a result of natural

index, national programs had implemented,

disasters only. Children perhaps represent

with past disasters history).

the most risk prone demographic group in
the State of Chhattisgarh. Apart from the
risk of death and injury as a consequence of
natural disasters, children are also exposed to
the threats of post disaster violence, abuse,
exploitation and neglect.

lightning

The main findings of

strikes,

this situation

analysis reveal that this program is the
first initiative in state towards the safety
and security of schools. The programme
has created awareness among students,
teachers and other stakeholders towards

In the context of this enhanced vulnerability

disaster risk reduction. However, schools of

of children to the adverse impacts of

Chhattisgarh, have not constituted School

disasters, issues of school safety and

Disaster

child protection have become extremely

School Disaster Management Committees

important, especially in left wing extremism

(SDMCs), School level disaster response

(LFE) affected areas. The government of

teams and Vulnerability maps at their

the state has acknowledged the enhanced

respective schools. Teachers & students

vulnerability of its children to abuse and

lack involvement in the program due to lack

rights violations as the adverse impacts of

of sensitisation towards the programme.

disasters and emergencies. Consequently,

Parents and community are less involved in

the government is planning to implement

the process and in schools activities related

the ‘Chief Minister’s School Safety

to school safety and hygiene. The process is

Programme’ in the state.

still less focused on child-centered disaster

The purpose of this situation analysis is
to provide a background of the existing
realities in the state of Chhattisgarh in terms
of school safety and security. Among the
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droughts,

Management

Plans

(SDMPs),

risk reduction and is inadequately inclusive
of children. There is a need for greater
participation of students.

The main findings from the analysis of the

multi-stakeholder platform for exchange

scores allotted to the 100 schools spread over

experiences and cross-cutting cooperation.

7 districts that were a part of this situation

Developing research methods and tools

analysis reveal that the majority of these

for multi-risk assessments and cost-benefit

schools are ‘not safe and secure enough’

analysis and provide necessary technical

with overall scores 2.16 out of 5. Among

and financial assistance in implementing

the three pillars, schools in Chhattisgarh

programs and building institutional capacities

have better performance in ensuring Safe

and mechanisms are also important. Training

school facilities and environment (2.41/5).

programs are made with a comprehensive

DRR and Child Protection aspects need to

content of training covering wide range

paid more attention (scored 1.80 and 2.26

of topics; with the upgraded methods of

respectively).

Overall, the structure and

training such as visual and participatory.

facilities of schools in Chhattisgarh are

Schools ought to be directed and trained

neither in good conditions nor resilient to

in designing School Disaster Management

disasters. School infrastructure is in poor

Plans, constituting Rescue team, developing

condition water seepage and damaged floors

evacuation plan, ensuring school’s continuity

are very common in many schools. The Key

after disasters. School facilities (drinking

Informant Interviews (KIIs) revealed that

water,

there was an overall lack of awareness and

surrounding environments should be also

training on child protection issues. Overall

put in due focus to provide protection to the

analysis show that schools in districts lack of

students.

proactive measures in coping with disasters.

lightning

arrester,

toilets)

and

Vishal Vasavani

The following recommendations have also

Emergency Officer

been made in this situation analysis for

UNICEF, Chhattisgarh

different stakeholders such as Education
Department, SCERT, DIET, UNICEF, and
Schools. UNICEF should play a greater
role in creating a state/regional/national
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1. Overview of
the Analysis
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C

Chhattisgarh is one of the youngest States of India, carved out of Madhya Pradesh,
constituted on 1st November, 2000. Chhattisgarh is politically & economically one of
the most important states of the country and its ability to withstand during disasters is of
critical significance. The State is extremely vulnerable to multiple hazards such as bomb-blasts,
Naxalism and other acts of terrorism, fires, industrial and chemical hazards etc. The
State is also prone to a host of natural disasters, the chief among them being floods and
droughts. These natural disasters routinely wreak havoc on the agriculture and the economy
of the State. The State has a tropical climate with hot summer and cold winters.
Furthermore, the State is also susceptible to the outbreaks of epidemics. For, during the
rainy season and in the month of October, the cases of Gastroenteritis and Malaria have
increased due to poor cleanness and standing water. During this season Jaundice also spreads
due to poor quality of drinking water and less awareness. State’s health & sanitation index
is also very low. An ongoing insurgency fuelled by Naxilism is also threatens the lives and
assets of the State’s citizens.
Children represent the most vulnerable demographic group exposed to the adverse impacts of
disasters and emergencies. The children of Chhattisgarh are exposed to all kinds of hazards,
abuse and rights violations. In order to avoid any tragedies in future, a greater impetus on
school safety is required in the state.
The aforementioned facts have necessitated Government of Chhattisgarh to plan for a ‘Chief
Minister School Safety Programme’ in the state of Chhattisgarh. The All India Disaster
Mitigation Institution (AIDMI) is collaborating with UNICEF as a technical partner on this
programme.
The purpose of the situation analysis is to provide a background of the existing realities in the
state of Chhattisgarh concerning Comprehensive School Safety and Security. Such an analysis
will take stock of the progress of various School Safety measures in the state to look at how
existing synergies can be leveraged for effective implementation of the Chief Minister School
Safety Programme (CMSSP). This situation analysis can go a long way in establishing a starting
point for the achievement of school safety outcomes in the state.
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1.1.

OVERVIEW OF THE ANALYSIS

There are two main objectives of the analysis: (1) To analise the efficiency, impacts and effect,
and replicability of the Chief Minister School Safety Program in schools in Chhattisagrh, and
(2) To evaluate current conditions of schools in Chhattisgarh regarding to safety and security
following UNICEF’s guidelines and criteria for school’s safety and security.
Specific objectives of the situation analysis are:
1. (Efficiency Analysis) To examine if the programme has been implemented successfully
and to which degree have programme outcomes been achieved;
•

Reflect whether Chief Minister School Safety Program (CMSSP) has been explored
and mainstreamed within the Education and state Departments

•

If yes, reflect how well three domains (School environment, DRR and Child Protection)
of CMSSP have been implemented

2. (Impact and Effect)To understand in what manner and to what extent does the School
Safety Programme complement, duplicate, overlap or work at cross-purposes with other
programmes?
3. (Impact and Effect)To understand in what manner and to what extent the School Safety
Programme complement, duplicate, overlap or work at cross-purposes with other
programmes?
4. (Continued Relevance) To what extent the programme continues to be relevant to
government priorities and needs of at risk communities (children, communities and
teachers)
5. Document lessons learnt and good practices of the programme:

1.2.

•

Key factors and good practices contributing to the programme’s successes or failures

•

Lessons learnt from CMSSP that can be applied and provide recommendations for
implementing all 3 domains of CMSSP

•

Scaling-up approaches, better strategies, innovations and resources from SSP that
could be used for scaling-up CMSSP (with all 3 domains) programme.
ANALYSIS APPROACH AND DATA COLLECTION

The proposed Situation Analysis was non-experimental and mostly relied upon qualitative
methodology for assessment covering state, district, and school level. Both systems and at risk
communities, particularly children were the key stakeholders for the Situation Analysis. The
qualitative methods such as Focus Group Discussions (FGDs), Key Informant Interviews
(KIIs), In-depth Interviews (IDIs), and Participatory approaches (Goal Achievement Matrix)
may be used for the evaluation. A state level workshop with the Education and relevant
departments (SDMA, MWCD, SCPCR non-negotiable) to validate the findings and way
forward for scale up of CMSSP has also taken place.
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FIGURE 1: METHODOLOGY & APPROACH TO SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
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Findings

1.2.1. METHODOLOGY
The primary data was collected through Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) and Key Informants
Interviews (KIIs). The inclusion of primary subjects in the data collection will be taken into
consideration human rights, gender, and equity aspects, ensuring that these rights holders have
equal opportunities to participate.
The secondary data will be collected in form of existing reports, websites, literature, records.
Qualitative and quantitative analysis were used in analysing the data and in preparation of the
report.
1.2.2. DATA SAMPLE
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Among 27 districts of Chhattisgarh, 7 districts were selected featuring different kind of
disasters (earthquakes, cyclones, droughts, lightning, industrial and chemical hazards, floods,
man-animal conflicts, heat wave, etc.) and covering different characteristics (urban/rural, tribal
areas, Health index, child protection index, national programs had implemented, with past
disasters history).

Among 7 districts in total, 100 schools were selected in the study. The schools were selected
based on hazards, vulnerability, and geographical locations of schools. In total, 100 headmasters
were interviewed, more than 500 students were participated in the study. Respondents include
100 questionnaires of headmasters, 100 questionnaires of students, and 100 scorecards from
100 schools in Chhattisgarh.
TABLE 1: METHODOLOGY AND RESPONDENTS OF THE STUDY
No.

Districts

Selection
Criteria

Hazards prone to

1

Raipur

Air pollution, Flood, Road
accidents,

2

Bilaspur

State Capital
& Model
Schools
Urban Area

3

Dantewada

Conflict area

4

Bijapur

Tribal
Population
(80%)

5

Korba

Flood

6

Sarguja

Wash
Facilities

7

Rajnandgaon

Drought

Risk Index
(High)

Number
of selected
schools
Child protection
5
index

Earthquake, Drought, Road
accidents, Snake bites
Earthquake, Flood, Lightning,
Tribal population (71%)

Child protection
index
Nutrition, Child
protection

17

Earthquake, Flood, Conflict,
Lightning

Child protection
index, Nutrition
index,

17

Earthquake, Flood, Road
Wash index,
accidents, Snake bites, Lightning Child protection
index
Earthquake, Snake bite
Health index,
Child protection
index
Flood, conflict, Road accident,
snake bite, lightning
Total

16

17

16
12
100

Source: Study’s materials

TABLE 2: DISTRICT’S CHARACTERISTICS AND SCHOOL SAMPLES
Level

Respondents

Methodology Tools

Schools

Headmasters & Teachers

KIIs

Students

FGDs

State Education department,
Rajiv Gandhi Siksha Mission,
CGSDMA,SCERT, SCPCR
DEOs, DMCs, DIET, BRC/
CRC
Total (in 7 districts)

KIIs

Questionnaires 100 FGDs in 100
schools covering more
than 500 stu-dents
Questionnaires 6

KIIs

Questionnaires 25

State
District

Number of
respondents
Questionnaires 100 HMs & Teachers

131
Source: Study’s materials
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1.2.3. DATA COLLECTION PROCESS
A team of 2 members, was engaged in collecting data of 100 schools in 7 districts
in Chhattisgarh from 25 July to 29 August, 2018.

1.2.4. LIMITATIONS
The team experienced difficulties in data collection process due to field activities
getting affected by unprecedented rainfall. Few unexpected events such as the
sudden demise of former Prime Minister, Shri Atal Bihari Bajpayee and Former Lok
Sabha Speaker, Shri Somnath Chatterjee, resulted schools to be closed as a part
of National Mourning.
Different stakeholders were contacted to make arrangements before the study.
However, this process along with approaching the schools and key respondents
took more time than expected due to delays in coordination and communication.
Thus, it lead to delays in study deliverables.
As soon as the team received the data, the team had taken due efforts to meet the
deadline requirements

1.2.5. CONFIDENTIALITY
Schools observations and interviews with key stakeholders, including children,
were conducted. The team adopted and adhered to UNICEF’s ethical guidelines
for the conduct of research regard-ing protection, confidentiality and sensitivity
where stakeholders and other potential beneficiaries participate as informants to
the study. Within the analysis schools, respondents and other individ-uals were
not identifiable directly or indirectly. Care was taken when reporting statements or
in-terviews. All informants were offered the option of confidentiality and told their
participation in the research was voluntary.
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2.
Evaluation
Findings
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T

he evaluation findings will contain two sections: (1) Evaluation of Mukhya Mantri Shala
Suraksha Program in Chhattisgarh ; and (2) Current conditions of schools in Chhattisgarh
with regards to their safety and security.

2.1.

EVALUATION OF CHIEF MINISTER SCHOOL SAFETY
PROGRAM IN CHHATTISGARH

This section reports on the findings emerging from the observations, scorecards, and interview
data to answer the question on the extent to which results at the output and outcome levels
of the programme have been achieved or not. Furthermore, it set out to discuss the reasons
behind their achievement or non-achievement and what can be done to make the programme
more effective. The programmes has created awareness among students, teachers, principals
on school safety. Most of the students know emergency numbers of Child helpline, Police &
Fire.
2.1.1.

CONSTITUTIONS OF SCHOOL DISASTER MANAGEMENT TEAM/
RESCUE TEAM/EMERGENCY TEAM
The scenarios were same among all surveyed districts, the surveyed schools have not yet
established SDMCs, Rescue or Emergency Team, or the SDMP. In schools of each district,
SMCs have been formed, but most of them work as committees and only conduct meetings as
per guidelines. SMCs do not work, specifically for safety of schools but few schools give due
consideration and worked towards safety of school by building boundary walls, toilets, hand
washing points, etc.
2.1.2. PREPARATION OF SCHOOL MAPS/VULNERABILITY MAPS/
EVACUATION MAPS
Similarly, school maps, vulnerability maps, or evacuation maps were not present in the visited
schools. No such maps were displayed at schools in any of the district. The teachers and
students are also not trained to access the risk of school and draw the risk maps of school.
2.1.3. TRAINING PROGRAMS
The analysis found out that Chief Minister School Safety Program is one of the first initiatives
of its kind for school safety and security in state of Chhattisgarh. Trainings are not imparted
in schools for handling any disaster scenarios and constitution of SDMP, SDMC etc. for safety
and security of schools. However, the programme has created awareness among students,
teachers and other stakeholders towards disaster risk reduction.
With regards to preparation of training module for future, few things have been suggested
by KIIs, schools and students. The training programme should consist of more practical
demonstrations and hands on sessions on safety equipment. As main participants will be
students, additional games and activities should be included to make the activities more
interactive and attractive to the students. The modules shall be designed to be more childrenfriendly and participatory. Mock drills is one the activity that schools need to put more focus.
22

Parents and community are less involved in the process and in schools activities related to
school safety and hygiene. Involvement of parents and community shall be strengthened
during the programs. The process is still less focused on child-centered/led and inclusiveness.
There is a need for greater participation of students.

2.2.

CURRENT SITUATION OF SCHOOL SAFETY AND
SECURITY IN CHHATTISGARH

To analyze the current conditions of schools regarding to safety and security, the evaluation
team used the Scorecard based on UNICEF’s guidelines on School safety and Security, which
consists of three pillars: DRR, Child protection, and Safe school facilities & environment.
Each pillar has different criteria for safety and hygiene, considering different aspects of schools
(for the Scorecards used, refer to Annex A). For the total framework, DRR accounts for 45%
(35 criteria), Safe school facilities & environment accounts for 38% of 30 criteria, and Child
Protection for 17% of 13 criteria .
FIGURE 2: PROPORTIONS OF THREE COMPONENTS IN SCORECARDS

Child
protection
17%

DRR
45%

Safe
facilities &
environment
38%
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As regards to school safety and security scorecards, overall, the majority of schools in
Chhattisgarh are categorised ‘not safe and secured enough’ with overall scores of 2.16 out
of 5. Among the three pillars, schools in Chhattisgarh have better performance in ensuring
Safe school facilities and environment (2.41/5). DRR and Child Protection aspects need to
put more attention (scored 1.80 and 2.26 respectively). Overall analysis show that schools in
districts lack of proactive measures in coping with disasters.

TABLE 3: SUMMARY SCORECARDS OF 100 SCHOOLS IN CHHATTISGARH
Table 2: Summary scorecards of 100 schools in Chhattisgarh
KEY INDIACATORS
Score out of 5
I. Disaster risk
1.1. School prepares for disasters
reduction (DRR)
1.2. School infrastructure is safe
1.3. Awareness/training are given
Total I
II. Safe school
2.1. Classroom is safe and friendly
facilities
2.2. Health and
Drinking water is safe
hygiene is ensured Toilets are hygienic
in school premises Hand washing points are available
Mid-day meals are safe and hygienic
Total II
III. Child protection 3.1. School issues and implements Child protection policy
3.2. Community and students are sensitized on child protection
3.3. Children behaviour & practices
*Total III
TOTAL

3.76 – 5.00
2.51 – 3.75
1.26 – 2.50
0 – 1.25

1.57
2.33
1.49
1.80
2.76
2.50
2.45
2.02
2.32
2.41
1.34
2.02
3.42
2.26
2.16

INDEX
School is safe and secured for children
School is moderately safe and secured
School is not safe and secured enough
School is unsafe and not secured

In analysing the following three pillars (DRR, Safe school facilities and environment, and Child
protection), schools in Chhattisgarh score 2.16/5. Among three pillars, schools in Chhattisgarh
have comparatively better performance in ensuring Safe school facilities and environment
(2.41/5). DRR and Child Protection aspects need to be given more attention (scored 1.80
and 2.26 respectively). Average scores (out of 5) from each district was represented as below.
Following the chart, schools in Raipur, Bilaspur, Dantewada, Bijapur, Korba, Surguja, &
Rajnandgaon districts considered as ‘School is not safe and secured’ (1.26-2.50).
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FIGURE 3: AVERAGE SCORE PER DISTRICT

Average score per district
Score

2.3

2.3
2.2

2.2

2.2
2.1

2.1

2.2

2.1

2.2

2.1

2.
1.9

Raipur

Dantewada

Korba

Rajnandgaon

Among 27 districts of Chhattisgarh, 7 districts were selected for situational analysis for
Chief Minister School Safety Program. Regarding to analysing of school safety and security
scorecards, overall, the majority of schools in Chhattisgarh are ‘not safe and secured enough’
with average score of 2.15 out of 5. Among seven districts, Raipur has the lowest average
score of 2.07 and Dantewada has the highest with 2.25 out of 5.
FIGURE 4: AVERAGE SCORE AS PER SCHOOL TYPE

Average score as per school type
2.5
2.44
2.4
2.29

2.3

2.2

2.2
2.12

2.12

2.1
2.04
2.

1.9

1.8

Primary

Middle

High

Hig. Sec.

Ashram Shala

Average
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Furthermore, the schools of Chhattisgarh were analyzed on the basis of type of school
such as primary, middle, high, higher secondary & Ashram-shala. In each district, all types of
schools were taken as sample for situational analysis of program (number of type of school
being different in each district). Ashram-shalas have the highest score of 2.44 out of 5 whereas
higher secondary has the least of 2.04 out of 4. However, all types of school of Chhattisgarh
are categorized under ‘not safe and secured enough’. As analyzed from above figure, more
awareness and training is needed among all 3 pillars of safety and security i.e. Disaster risk
reduction, School safe facilities and environment, & Child protection.

2.2.1 DISASTER RISK REDUCTION
Disaster risk reduction is the foremost and most important pillar to analyse the current
conditions of schools regarding safety and security. It has 35 criteria for analysis which
accounts for 45% out of total framework. Overall, DRR has least average score 1.80 out of
5 among 3 pillars of safety and security of schools. The following figure indicates the district
wise score of disaster risk reduction in Chhattisgarh.
FIGURE 5: DISASTER RISK REDUCTION SCORE PER DISTRICT

Disaster risk reduction score per district
Score

2.5

2.4

2.2

2.1
1.97
1.9

1.86
1.75

1.8

1.75

1.76

Bijapur

Korba

1.80
1.74

1.75

Sarguja

Rajnandgaon

1.6

1.5

Raipur

Bilaspur

Dantewada

Average

As far as preparation of schools for disaster risk reduction is concerned, the program has
created awareness among students, teachers, principals on school safety. In most of the
schools, students know the emergency numbers (Police, Fire, Child helpline) and most of
the schools have primary first aid kit available. However, schools of Chhattisgarh, neither
have school disaster management plans (SDMPs) in place nor have they constituted school
disaster management committees (SDMCs). Similarly, school level disaster response teams and
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school vulnerability maps are also not in place. For DRR activities there is a greater need to
strengthen awareness, training, and disaster preparedness.
• School need training on school safety, preparations of school disaster management plan
and to conduct mock drills in school.
• School Management Committee are also needs to be involved in disaster risk reduction;
• Psycho-social counselling are also needs to be promoted in schools;
• Fire extinguishers are not available in many schools and school staff and teachers needs
trainings for handling and using fire safety and other safety equipments.
• Schools need speed breakers near the schools and put more attention to school safety.
• Training on life skills to students & teachers such as first-aid, swimming, search and rescue,
etc.

2.2.2 SAFE SCHOOL FACILITIES AND ENVIRONMENT
For the total analysis, Safe school facilities & environment accounts for 38% of 30 criteria
parameters which includes the safety and security of classrooms and health and hygiene
condition of school. Chhattisgarh has secured 2.41 out of 5 in safe school facilities &
environment. Following figure indicates the district wise score of safe school facilities in
Chhattisgarh..
FIGURE 6: SAFE SCHOOL FACILITIES & ENVIRONMENT SCORE PER
DISTRICT

Safe school facilities & environment score per district
Score

2.6

2.51

2.49
2.46

2.45

2.4

2.38

2.4

2.41

2.3
2.18

2.1

2.

Raipur

Bilaspur

Dantewada

Bijapur

Korba

Sarguja

Rajnandgaon

Average
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Overall, the structure and facilities of schools in Chhattisgarh are neither in good conditions
nor resilient to disasters. School infrastructure is in poor condition water seepage and damaged
floors are very common in many schools. Regarding to Child protection issues, this issue is
to be focused more under safety as discussed during the KIIs, there was an overall lack of
awareness and training on this issue.
• Water filters need to be installed in schools especially in schools of Dantewada and Bijapur
district where water contains iron ore.
• Issue of seepage in ceiling needs to be rectified immediately in most of the schools.
• Sanitation and hygiene practices such as regular cleaning of toilets, soaps for hand washing,
etc. should be given adequate attention in schools.
• Schools need separate funds for safety purposes, the schools currently use grants from
additional sources (Shala Swachta, Vikas and Repair grants).

2.2.3 CHILD PROTECTION
Children are the most vulnerable demographic group exposed to the adverse impacts of
disasters and emergencies. Consequently, child protection is an important pillar with 13
criteria for analysis and scored 2.26 out of 5 in situational analysis of safety and security of
schools. Following figure indicates the district wise score of child protection in Chhattisgarh.
FIGURE 7 : CHILD PROTECTION SCORE PER DISTRICT

Child protection score per district
Score
2.4

2.37

2.35

2.34

2.3
2.26

2.26
2.22
2.2

2.17

2.10

2.1

2.

1.9
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Average

Schools of Chhattisgarh do not have any mechanism yet of child reports or any guidelines
or code of conduct for school personnel regarding safety and security of children. Very few
schools have displayed board of emergency numbers such as child helpline, police etc. Issues
of gutka, gudaku and other such narcotics material and use of mobile phones is also seen in
few schools of districts of Chhattisgarh.
• POSCO box should be available in all schools and students must be aware of its use. In
the analysis it is found that POSCO box are mostly available in High School and student
are less aware about the use and objectives of POSCO box;
• Each school should have a designated person for child protection through which proper
monitoring of child protection issues and implementation of child protection policy of
school can be carried out;
• Ban the use & sale of liquor, tobacco & other narcotic material within 200 meter of school
premises. It is also found that during school break, students does go out of school campus
to buy food items from nearby shops;
• Because of unavailability of watchman, in most of the schools of Rural area it is reported
that school premises are use as place of consuming liquor and doing anti-social activities
after school hours by local people; (Many students also reported that broken glasses of
liquor bottles are resulting in foot injury while playing);
• It is also found that student does consume narcotic material such as “Gudaku” (mixture of
Tabaco and jaggery in Dantewada and Bijapur districts) and few students especially in high
schools sniff tyre or rubber solution in Raipur and Rajanandgaon districts.
• Lacking of School Personnel Guidelines on child protection for behavior and code of
conduct;
• Students especially girl child needs to be sensetised on personal safety such as “Good
touch and Bad touch”
• The School/School Management should ensure compliance with the roles and responsibility
assigned to it under NCPCR’s manual in safety and security of children in schools and any
other guidelines, as applicable.
• The School Management of the schools with residential facilities should ensure the
implementation of NCPCR’s regulatory guidelines for hostels of educational institute for
children.
• School/School management should do periodic planning meeting with the principal,
teachers and students representatives on school safety.
• An anti-bullying Committee may be constituted in school, comprising of vice principal, a
senior teacher, school Doctor, counsellor, SMC/PTA representative, School Management
representative, legal representative, peer educator etc.
Overall analysis shows that schools in districts still lack proactive measures in coping with
disasters. Disaster preparedness needs to be strengthened with constitution of School Disaster
Management Plan and schools disaster prevention and response teams. The program has less
focus on child-protection and there is a need for greater participation of students and parents
in child protection activities.
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3.

Recommendations
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According to the theory of behavioural change, in order to change the behaviours, there is
a need to improve awareness. The programme has taken the first step to provide training
programs with useful knowledge and practical experiences to different stakeholders, including
at grass-root and governmental level. However, in order to achieve long-lasting and sustainable
results, the following recommendations have been made:

3.1. CHIEF MINISTER SCHOOL SAFETY PROGRAM:
•

The program needs to be continuous, cover more aspects of DRR & child protection, use
visual methodology in programs with hands-on experiments and materials for participants.

•

The program also needs to be compliance NCPCR’s manual in safety and security of
children in schools and MHRD’s guideline for fixing accountability of school Management
towards safety and security of children in schools with the roles and responsibility,
regulatory guidelines.

•

The Government officials such as APC, BRC, CAC, etc., should take continuous followup of activities after the training and provide timely support to schools in tackling the
safety issues of the schools.

•

Government officials though are aware of the programs, but should take more active steps
in assisting the programs and give practical support to schools.

•

Need better guidance from the Government in implementing programs.

•

SDMP and SDMCs needs to be formed to ensure participation of children, facilitate the
activities in schools.

•

The training program should be able to create ripple effect such as participants (teachers,
students, Principals, government officials) are able to conduct the training further to other
fellows.

3.2. TRAINING PROGRAM:
Following training program needs to be covered and stakeholders needs to be trained to
enhance chief minister school safety programme;
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•

Training on school safety, preparation of School disaster management plan and to conduct
mock drills in school.

•

Training for handling and using fire safety and other safety equipment;

•

Training on life skills such as first aid, swimming skills, self-defense, man animal conflict;

•

Training on emerging issues like climate change & DRR;

•

Training on Psycho-social care and counselling;

•

Method of training must be visual and participatory, practical and hands on sessions such
as safety equipments, mock-drills;

•

Regular follow-up activities after the trainings: provide certificate, have grants/support for
schools willing to take these initiatives;

•

School safety initiatives and risk assessment should be led by students with instructions
from Teachers/Headmasters;

•

Integration of key Government departments such as DIET is very essential for
implementing programmes;

•

Collaborate with NGOs and other organizations to further enhance effectiveness of
programmes;

•

School Management Committee, community and parents should also be involved in the
training programme for better results;

•

A separate fund for safety is needed as they have to utilize other grants to solve safety
issues.

3.3. RECOMMENDATION THROUGH KII’S:
•

Need to focus on child protection, child behavior and child rights, currently not much is
done and programme regarding child protection is in its initial stage

•

Due to unclear nature of a department’s involvement, roles and responsibilities of various
departments need to be made clearer with proper implementation

•

Standard operating procedures for different districts should be different as per the
geography, hazards, risk etc. prevailing in the district.

•

Centralization of participating and implementing agencies for implementing Chief
Minister School Safety Programme is also important.

•

Improvement required in funding the programmes and separate funding necessary for
safety and disaster management.

•

Need to improve monitoring and post training evaluation.

•

Use of multimedia like informative videos or info graphics which can be circulated via
WhatsApp as it is easy and will reach to masses.

Schools are institutions of learning that instill important cultural and social values as well
as traditional and conventional knowledge, which are further communicated by the younger
generation to the larger community. All Risks can be mitigated with knowledge and planning,
structural and non-structural protection measures, disaster risk reduction and disaster
preparedness activities. Hence, a better and comprehensive school safety programme with
training and awareness components will help in meeting the vision of program “All children
live and learn in safe and protective environment.”
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Annexures 1
School Safety Scorecardi
Baseline Survey of schools under Comprehensive School Safety Programme (CSSSP), Chhattisgarh
SCHOOL DETAILS

SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

School Name:
…………………………………………………

Name:
…………………………………………………………

School ID:
…………………………………………………

Contact Details:

Year of Construction:
…………………………………………………
Number of Students:
Total……………B……………..G…...........
Number of Teachers:
Total……………M……………F……………
Number of other staff:
Total…………M……………F…………...
School Category





A - Pre-Primary
B - Primary
C - Secondary
D - Higher Secondary

School Address:

1. Office Number
……………………………………………
2. Mobile Number
………………………………………….
3. Email ID
…………………………………………………
Signature of the Principal with Stamp

Name of the interviewer:
………………………………………
Signature:
Date:
Past Incidences:

Village
Flood:________________________________________
name:__________________________________
Fire:__________________________________________
Block
name:__________________________________ Epidemic:_____________________________________
District Name:__________________________

Snake bites:____________________________
Other:_____________________
POSCO cases: ___________Reported
______________Resolved______________
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No

1

PILLARS
I. DISASTER
RISK
REDUCTION

COMPONENTS

INDICATORS

1.1. School prepares School has updated School Disaster
for disasters
Management Plan (SDMP)

2

School has designated Nodal person to
carry out Disaster Management activities

3

School has basic guidelines and standards
operating procedure (SOP) in case of
disaster

4

Schools has displayed vulnerability
maps/Emergency Evacuation maps

5

Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene is included
in SDMP

6

School level disaster prevention and
response teams are constituted

7

Emergency contact numbers are available
to teachers and students as well as are
displayed

8

Availability of First Aid Kits in the school

9

Availability of Fire Extinguishers (within
expiry date) in the school along with
adequate supply of water and sand for firefighting purpose

10

Teachers, students, and staffs are oriented
and sensitized on DRR

11

School conducts regular (mock-drills, early
warning exercises etc.)

12

There are sign boards and speed breakers
on approach roads to schools

13

Schools prepare alternative learning spaces
which is safe and secure

14

Schools have open Play Ground/Safe Place
for gathering. (If yes, of what size?)

15

Schools have Green Area for Plantation

16

Score*
(1 to Note
5)

17

1.2. School
Building is built as per prevailing norms
infrastructure is safe
Schools have adequate emergency exits with
signage

18

Any electrical items such as loose wires that
may cause an exigency are addressed

19

Buildings are kept free from inflammable
and toxic materials

*Scoring: Award the score in 1-5 rating, 1 for poor situation and 5 for excellent situation on the indicator for school
safety. If the indicators is not relevant to the school, award 0 score.
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No

PILLARS

COMPONENTS

INDICATORS

20

SMC conducts annual safety audit of
physical safety and hazards in schools

21

There are boundary wall/permanent
fencing plantation, or a gate with lock

22

Main and exist gates are monitored (Watch
man)

23

No open bore-hole in school and nearby
premises

24

Stray animals such as cows, dogs etc. enter
into the school compound

25

Ban in use and sell of Liquor, tobacco and
other narcotic material within 100 m
premises of school

26

School have board on ban of use of liquor,
tobacco and narcotic material at appropriate
location

27

Non-structural mitigation measures are
taken in libraries, laboratories, offices and
classrooms (like almirahs, shelves, black
boards, ceiling fans, coolers, water tanks
etc. are secured to the walls or floor)

28

Parapet and balconies have appropriate
height railing

29

Generators and transformer are kept in safe
areas, away from classrooms

30

School have Solar Rooftop System (SRS).
(If not, what is the possibility of SRS?)

31

Schools have LED and Energy Efficient
Fans. (If not, what is the potential for
replacement of tube light and fan with LED
and Energy Efficient Fans?)

32

Score*
(1 to Note
5)

1.3.
Life skills (First Aid and S&R, Swimming)
Awareness/Training training is imparted to teachers and
programs
students

33

School Management Committees are
involved in DRR programmes

34

Children and teachers are sensitized in risks
and hazards while they go to school and
school to home

*Scoring: Award the score in 1-5 rating, 1 for poor situation and 5 for excellent situation on the indicator for school
safety. If the indicators is not relevant to the school, award 0 score.
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No

PILLARS

COMPONENTS
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II. SAFE
SCHOOL
FACILITIES
AND SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENT

SCHOOL FACILITIES IS SAFE AND HEALTHY
2.1. Classrooms are
safe and childrenfriendly (at least 5
rooms to be assessed)

Classrooms are well-maintained


Floors are washed regularly



There are no broken glasses in windows
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Blackboards are hung properly

41



Classroom roofs are strong

42



Staircases have proper holding support



Classrooms are well-ventilated and welllit (enough light, adequate ventilators)

38
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43
44
45

2.2. Health and hygiene is ensured in school premises
Drinking water is safe

Safe drinking water is available and
accessible for use

46

What is the source of water (Bore
well/Hand Pump, GWSSB Supply, Tanker
Supply, Others, Please specify___________

47

Water storage is protected and clean

48

Water tank is cleaned at regular intervals
(specify 1, 3, 6 months)

49

Store water is covered

50

There is at least 1 tap per 20 students in the
school

51
52

Score*
(1 to Note
5)

Schools promotes psycho-social counselling
sessions

35
36

INDICATORS

Toilets are hygiene
practices

There are separate toilets for girls and boys
Soaps are available for hand washing

53

Water and mug are available in the toilets

54

Toilets locate in safe location within the
school

55

Toilets are slippery

56

Toilet doors have latches

57

Toilets are cleaned regularly (specify
interval)

58

Sanitary pads are available and accessible
for use

59

Garbage pits/bins are available for safe
disposal

*Scoring: Award the score in 1-5 rating, 1 for poor situation and 5 for excellent situation on the indicator for school
safety. If the indicators is not relevant to the school, award 0 score.
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No

PILLARS

COMPONENTS
Hand washing points
are available

60

INDICATORS
Hand washing points have adequate water
and soap

61

There are annual school grants for
maintenance and cleaning

62

Disinfectant and cleaning materials are kept
out of reach of children

63

Teachers are trained on general hygiene at
schools
Mid-day meals are safe Food supplied is fresh and seasonal
and hygienic
Meals are provided as per scheduled menu

64
65
66

Kitchen is clean, well-ventilated, and well-lit
and hygiene is maintained in the kitchen

67

Mid-day meal is tasted before serving to
students

68

Adequate facility for disposal of food waste
in the school premises

69
70
71

Score*
(1 to Note
5)

III.
PROTECTION
FROM
VIOLENCE AND
OTHER FORMS
OF ABUSE

CHILDREN IS PROTECTED FROM PHYSICAL,
EMOTIONAL, AND SEXUAL ABUSE
3.1. Schools issue
and implement
appropriate policy/
regulations to
protect safety of
children

There are guidelines and code of conduct
for all school personnel
There are mechanisms for child reports
regarding to their safety

72

Schools adopt a Comprehensive Child
Protection guideline

73

Schools have a Board with relevant
numbers of child protection services
(ChildLine, police, etc.)

74

School have POSCO box located at
appropriate place

75

Timely redressal of POSCO issues

76

Schools provide counselling services

77

School have designated person for child
protection

78

3.2. Sensitization on Community (PTA,& SMCs etc.) are
protection from
sensitized on Child Protection policies of
violence and abuse schools and constantly engaged in school
child safety programs and monitoring

79

Students are sensitized on personal safety
and awareness

*Scoring: Award the score in 1-5 rating, 1 for poor situation and 5 for excellent situation on the indicator for school
safety. If the indicators is not relevant to the school, award 0 score.
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No

PILLARS

COMPONENTS
3.3. Children
behavior and
practices

80

INDICATORS

Score*
(1 to Note
5)

Children carry mobiles to schools. Specify
number of android/data phones

81

Children caught searching any obscene
material in mobile phones

82

Children engaged in substance abuse
activities (drug or alcohol etc.) Specify
substance

Total Score
Rankings:
301 – 410

School is safe and secured for children

201 – 300

School is moderately safe and secured

101 – 200

School is not safe and secured enough

0 – 100

i

Signa

Please

School is unsafe and not secured

References:
1. National Disaster Management Guidelines- School Safety Policy – 2016
2. National School Safety Programme (NSSP) Guidelines
3. School Disaster Management Plan Model Template – National School Safety Programme (NSSP)

*Scoring: Award the score in 1-5 rating, 1 for poor situation and 5 for excellent situation on the indicator for school
safety. If the indicators is not relevant to the school, award 0 score.
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Annexures 2
Help us fill this form!

A.

Do you feel safe/secured when coming to school and going
back to home?
Yes,
No,
If not, what make you feel not safe?__________________
_________________________________________________

B.

Is your school safe from hazards?
Yes,
No,
If yes, does your school have the following things:
1. Your school has the response teams for disasters

C.

2. You know the Emergency Contact Numbers
3. You know the Emergency exit routes to evacuate in
case of emergency
4. The fire extinguishers are installed in your school
5. Your school has the alarm system
6. Your classrooms are well-maintained and there is no
damage
7. Your classrooms have two entry/exit gates
8. You notice that there is no open electric wire and
cables
9. Your school has special arrangements for other
physically challenged students
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Nam

Stand

Schoo

Addr

Help us fill this form!

A.

Do you feel safe/secured when coming to school and going
back to home?
Yes,
No,
If not, what make you feel not safe?__________________
_________________________________________________

B.

Is your school safe from hazards?
Yes,
No,
If yes, does your school have the following things:

C.

1. Your school has the response teams for disasters
2. You know the Emergency Contact Numbers
3. You know the Emergency exit routes to evacuate in
case of emergency
4. The fire extinguishers are installed in your school
5. Your school has the alarm system
6. Your classrooms are well-maintained and there is no
damage
7. Your classrooms have two entry/exit gates

Nam

8. You notice that there is no open electric wire and
cables

Stand

Schoo

9. Your school has special arrangements for other
physically challenged students

Addr
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For more information:
RAJIV GANDHI SHIKSHA MISSION
Board Office, Composite Building 2nd Floor,
Pension Bada, Raipur, Chhattisgarh
Phone: 0771-2445051, 2445052
Email: mis.head@gmail.com,spossa.cg@nic.in
Website: www.ssachhattisgarh.gov.in
Courtesy: All India Disaster Mitigation Institute, Ahmedabad.
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